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Today’s News - Friday, April 5, 2002

At the invitation of a New York gallery owner - and in very short order - 58 architects, designers, and artists submitted design proposals for the World Trade Center site.
The New York show ran from mid-January to mid-February, and created quite a stir. Our newest feature on the home page highlights just a few of those proposals, some
practical, some visionary, which will be on display for the next two months at the National Building Museum in Washington, DC. Several of the participants will be in
Washington this Sunday for a panel discussion, "Re-imagining Ground Zero."
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Commentary: A building brimming with creativity: Despite flawed entrance, expanded structure shows promise By John King
- Ripley/BOORA Architects joint venture- San Francisco Chronicle

Obituary: Elizabeth Cadbury-Brown, 79: Architect whose visual effects and eye for detail created magical purity of space-
The Times (UK)

The Great Tower of London: Renzo Piano’s date with density, and what Piers Gough thinks about it. By Hugh Pearman
[images]- HughPearman.com

Opinion: Good buildings begin at school: Why...so many poorly designed apartment buildings in Sydney? ...because there
are so many poorly educated architects.- Sydney Morning Herald

Architect finds Delhi ‘vertically challenged’, asks for highrises, Metro - Christopher Benninger- Indian Express (Bombay)

[Philippe] Starck Makes Mark with Target Designs - New York Post

The Great Straw Walls of China: ...straw houses could become the next big weapon in the battle against global warming.-
Wired

English Heritage scheme will put a new face on areas hit by urban blight- The Guardian (UK)

New Class Of Weld-Free Steel-Framed Structures Created- UniSci

Four hands drawing at once: Architectural firm makes a name for itself - ADNS- The Prague Post
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